
Appendix 1 

SITUATIONS INVOLVING DRUGS WITHOUT MEDICAL AUTHORITY 
Legal drugs (alcohol, tobacco, butane gas, nitrites etc.) medicines (slimming pills, tranquillisers, painkillers etc.) illegal drugs (cannabis, amphetamines etc.) 

 
Allegation or  Possession or  Drugs  A pupil is found (or 
suspicion of  use off the  found on  suspected of being) in 
possession or use  premises  school  possession of a drug 
off the premises    premises  on school premises 

       

 
 

A member of staff knows  A pupil discloses  Pupil discloses or school 
or suspects a pupil is  own involvement  discovers a parent/carer, 
under the influence of a  with drugs  relative or friend is using or 
drug on school premises    selling drugs 

     

 
Parent seeks advice 
from school about 
(possible) drug use by 
a pupil 

 
The school becomes 
aware of the availability or 
sale of drugs in the 
school vicinity 

 
 Consider the school’s boundaries.      Take or confiscate drug and         Follow emergency      Consider confidentiality issues 

 

 Investigate the allegations. Gather      store securely as evidence.         procedures      carefully. Establish any risk to 
 

 evidence. Consider raising the matter      Have a witness present                 safety 
 

 with any pupils identified – focus upon                               
 

 any safety issues first. Consider                               
 

 informing parents/carers, police. (No     
Record carefully (who, what,                      

 

 

legal obligations)                               
 

          

where and when)      

If assessment shows no immediate        
 

                         

                          

                       emergency, consider placing pupil          
 

    Inform               under observation in e.g. medical room       
 

 - main path   Headteacher                            Establish cause for concern. 
 

              Inform school drugs                   Offer support. If you find out 
 

              coordinator who        Could seek          that your premises are being 
 

 - route of   Try to identify drug      initiates further action        guidance or   Make full and   used illegally, you must try to 
 

 possible   DO NOT TASTE                 involvement   careful   stop it. Otherwise, there is no 
 

 

detour from                       

legal obligation to act.  

   ANYTHING                 from Police or   assessment of all   
 

 

and return to 
                      

Consider referral. Consider  

             
If ILLEGAL:        doctor   circumstances,   

 

 

main path                        

the need to find out more.  

                        

consulting where    

             

Dispose of the drug               

                           

Assess if indicated.  

                         

appropriate, before    

              

Have witness present (or               

                               

                         

determining action       

 

RECORD CAREFULLY 
         hand to the police)                 

 

                                

                                    

 AT EVERY STAGE          If LEGAL:                      
 

                                    

              

Consider returning drug                       

                  

ASSESSMENT * level of use      
 

              (to parent or carer only)          
 

                  

IDENTIFY: * intent       

                            

                            

                   *   drug (5) *   e.g. personal use, brag  
 

 (1) CONFISCATION         Inform or seek guidance    *   quantity of drug *   tempt, supply, bribe, corrupt  
 

              

*   

legal status * past school record re:drugs   

 It is legal to confiscate an illegal      or involvement from LEA       
 

            

*   risk if any and to whom * recent personal circumstances   

 drug in order to prevent an offence      advisory staff (health        
 

           

*   

age of pupil * needs (6)       

 being committed and then to      education coordinator or           
 

           

*   

motive *   knowledge of school rules,  
 

 destroy it or hand it to the police      liaison adviser)       
 

               

e.g medical purpose  

drug policy and sanctions   

                           
 

                         anxiety, depression, * expectations of consequences  
 

                          

                         rebellion, curiosity, CONSULT:      
 

 (2) DISPOSAL      (3) POLICE          excitement, bravado, *   internally (SMT, support staff)  
 

 Schools are allowed to dispose   It is good practice to liaise          open challenge to *   externally (local or national agencies)  
 

 of illegal drugs by, for example,   closely with local police          school discipline, CONSIDER:      
 

 flushing them down the toilet. A   officers when school drug          recklessness * options for response  
 

 witness should be present and   policy is being written or                        
 

 the action recorded. A drug    reviewed, to ensure it                         
 

 

may be handed to the police,   

accords with police advice.                         

       
(4) SEARCHING: it is not legal to conduct an intimate personal search of a pupil, even  

 

 though the law does not require    The law does not require     
 

     

for illegal drugs. Ask the pupil to turn out pockets and bags. Get police help if personal   

 this      schools to inform the police     
 

        

search is unavoidable.            

         of illegal drug situations and              
 

                                 

         police will advise when it is                        
 

                                  

         appropriate for them to                        
 

         support schools who would    (5) IDENTIFYING DRUGS: It will not always be possible to identify a drug (or to be   
 

         

prefer to deal with a situation      

           sure it is a drug) without formally testing it.  Local police may have testing kits or else   
 

         

internally      

           may arrange for forensic testing           
 

                             

                                       
  

 
 
 
 
 

 
Review the school rules 
regarding leaving 
school premises during 
school time 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Decide how to 
meet needs:  
 Using school 

resources 


 With outside 
support/help 

 Through referral to 
agency 

 eg social services, 
counselling agency 

 
Decide what (if any) will 
be imposed sanctions 
 

 
 Monitor (use records) 

 Evaluate (consider the 

success of outcomes 

 Review practice (in the 

light of evaluation) 
 Review policy (in the light 

of reviewed practice) 

 
Assess and decide whether 
to inform anyone (there is no 
obligation) 

 
 
 

 
Could consult or inform: 
 Staff 
 Pupils parents/carers 


 Trading standards officer 

(re: tobacco/solvent sales) 

 LEA advisor 
 Police 
 Local drug agency 









(7) CONFIDENTIALITY)   
While there is no legal duty to pass on 
confidential information to other 
agencies, where there is probability 
that a pupil is ‘at risk of significant 
harm’, there is a moral duty to pass on 
such information. The boundaries of 
confidentiality should be made clear to 
young people before they begin to 
disclose 
 

 
(6) ASSESSING NEEDS 

Assessment, in particular gauging 

a pupil’s needs, is crucial in the 

process of deciding how to 

respond, whether skilled support is 

needed and whether sanctions 

need to be imposed 


